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Facts and Figures About States With the Lowest Average Teacher
Salaries in Rural Districts

Question: Which five states have the lowest salary expenditures for instructional staff members in rural
districts (essentially the lowest average teacher salaries)?

Answer: Alabama has the lowest average expenditures for rural instructional staff at $37,932, followed by
North Dakota ($38,895), South Dakota ($39,713), Oklahoma ($39,745), and Missouri ($40,683). The national
average is $51,111.

Arkansas Community Revitalization Efforts Share Great
Approaches

Overall enrollment in the nation’s rural schools is growing. But this happy trend has not reached many rural
schools that are losing students. A tangle of public policies and national economic directions (few of which
make the well-being of rural communities a high priority) mix with local factors to drain economic
opportunity and local residents out of many rural places. The results for schools and communities are often
devastating: reductions in state school funding, declining local wealth, pressure to close schools altogether,
the loss of community optimism, and the list goes on.

A little over two years ago the Rural Community Alliance (formerly Advocates for Rural and Community
Education/ACRE) decided to address some of these circumstances in their work in Arkansas. The organization
works to preserve and improve rural and community schools and create a more prosperous future for rural
students and communities.

Lavina Grandon, Policy and Education Director for the Alliance, notes that rural schools lose enrollment
because their communities don’t have the jobs and economic opportunities that residents need. “It became
clear that rural schools have to be supported by thriving rural communities and that means reversing the
loss of people and work.”

The Alliance began in 2003 as a statewide grassroots movement to stop legislation that would have forced
the consolidation of school districts with fewer than 1,500 students, most of the state’s rural districts, and to
refocus attention on quality education and a more equitable funding formula. As a result of that effort the
minimum enrollment for school districts was set at 350, saving about 175 small rural schools. In addition,
the legislature took several other actions helpful to rural schools including changing the funding formula to
include more money for high poverty schools, providing incentives for teachers to work in hard-to-staff
areas, expanding preschool programs, and funding distance-learning technologies.

Following those successes the group incorporated as a non-profit organization and expanded its efforts to
improve education for all Arkansas children. It continues to bring people together across the state to
understand and advocate for policies that will enhance educational opportunity. And, it works with
communities at the local level to take a variety of actions to protect and improve their schools and to
provide support for students in communities where schools have been closed. More than a thousand people
in 46 community-based chapters are members of the organization.

Despite the success of these efforts, however, many rural communities were continuing to lose residents and
jobs, and every year enrollment in several rural school districts fell below the 350-student threshold and the
districts were closed by the state. Other schools were forced to close because of financial, academic, or
other issues.

In the summer of 2008, the organization launched its Rural Community Revitalization Initiative “to create a
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ground-up, grass-roots led revitalization process in which community members vision and plan to build on
their past and their present to create a better future for their communities and their children.”

The following year the group changed its name from ACRE to Rural Community Alliance to reflect the
importance of the community-based work and its significance to rural families, children, and schools.

The communities of Delight, Eudora, and Leslie were the first to partner with the Alliance in the
Revitalization Initiative, beginning their efforts in the fall of 2008. (You can read about their early work in
the February 2009 edition of RPM.) This past fall the communities of Dermott and greater Lead Hill began
the revitalization process.

The five communities are located in different parts of the state, face different challenges, and have different
demographic characteristics. Yet all five have implemented the process and made remarkable progress.

The Rural Community Alliance Revitalization Process

The process starts when the local Alliance chapter completes an application to participate, chooses a project
leader, forms a steering committee, and secures support of local elected officials. Then the steering
committee, working with Alliance staff, puts together a survey to help determine community interests and
ideas. The survey is widely distributed and results are tallied and presented in a community forum.

The community forum brings together as many local people as possible, Alliance staff, and representatives
from agencies like the Arkansas Arts Council, Audubon Arkansas, the Arkansas Economic Development
Commission, and others whose mission and resources relate to community development. Community
participants learn about the revitalization process and about the results of the survey. Then they break up
into focus groups organized around themes of common interest: education, economic development, natural
resources, town beautification, and arts and heritage.

Much of the actual revitalization work grows out of the focus groups. At the community forum participants
brainstorm ideas related to the focus group theme. The groups continue to work bi-weekly over the next
several months to develop at least five ideas and strategies for revitalization initiatives, which they present in
a second community forum.

At the second community forum participants vote on the ideas they want the community to pursue. The
steering committee uses this information to develop a strategic plan and works with community residents to
implement the plan.

Outcomes of the Process

Delight, Eudora, and Leslie have each been in the process for more than a year. All have identified specific
strategies and goals and begun implementing their ideas.

“It’s getting to the fun stage where communities are actually working on projects,” says Renee Carr, Alliance
Executive Director.

All three communities have undertaken beautification efforts by planting flowers and trees, holding cleanup
days, and sprucing up buildings. Delight has turned a vacant lot downtown into a courtyard, and Leslie and
Eudora have removed dilapidated buildings. Plans are in the works for parks, walking trails, and community
gardens.

Economic development initiatives are off the ground in all three communities as well. The Alliance has
provided grant-writing training and information support for development opportunities. Delight and Leslie
have created farmer’s markets and Eudora is working toward a farmer’s and flea market. Eudora has
provided enterprise training to more than two dozen young people and provided six young people with youth
enterprise grants. Leslie has a new restaurant, art gallery, and real estate office, and a new gas
station/convenience store is being built.

Projects to celebrate and preserve natural resources, arts, and heritage are also underway. Eudora and
Delight are working to develop museums. The Delight group is beginning preservation efforts for the
Rosenwald School in Antoine. And, Leslie and Delight have both held community fairs or parades that bring
people together and celebrate aspects of local culture and history.

Education is a primary concern in all the communities. Leslie and Eudora have both lost most of the grades
from their schools and both communities are seeking charters to regain schools. Delight has campaigned to
change the state law that forces the consolidation of districts with fewer than 350 students.

Education is also a major concern for Dermott and Lead Hill, the two communities newest to the Alliance
Revitalization initiative. The Lead Hill school district is nearing the critical 350-student enrollment mark and
residents want to take action to keep their numbers up. Residents of Dermott witnessed what happened
when other communities lost their schools and they, too, want to strengthen the school and the community’s
involvement and support.

Both communities have completed the initial stages of the revitalization process and have made
recommendations for their strategic plan.
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“We’ve really been pleased with the ways communities have responded,” says Grandon. “There’s a real
desire in all the communities to get together to improve economic opportunity and quality of life and quality
of place. People are willing to roll up their sleeves and go to work to make things better.”

Challenges and Prospects

While the communities have made remarkable progress in a short time, it hasn’t always been easy.

“Every community is different,” says Dorothy Singleton, Lead Organizer for the Alliance. “One single
approach won’t work exactly the same way everywhere. Things have to be adapted to the particular
circumstances of the community.”

Grandon laments the dearth of resources for improving the quality of life and alleviating poverty in small
rural communities. “In a lot of ways community members have to do it themselves, which can be a tough
proposal in places with years of outmigration and loss of jobs.”

That means the energy and time of community volunteers can run thin at times. Even so, people keep
working at it.

“The opportunities are so great and people’s hopes are high,” says Singleton. “There’s a lot of stick-to-it-
iveness for moving forward.”

Don’t miss the June edition of RPM, which will feature an in-depth look at what the communities are doing.

For more information about the Rural Community Alliance and its Community Revitalization Initiative, visit
www.thenewrural.org.

Nominee Kagan's Record Includes Rural Education Issue

Note: Links are current when posted but may expire over time or require registration to view.

President Obama’s nomination of Elena Kagan to the U.S. Supreme Court has brought to national attention a
disagreement between Kagan and Thurgood Marshall, the Supreme Court Justice for whom she was clerking
at the time.

It was 1988 and the Court was deciding whether a rural North Dakota school district could charge a low-
income nine-year-old student a fee to ride the bus to school, 16 miles from her home.

In a 5-4 decision in the case, Kidrmas v. Dickinson Public Schools, the Court upheld the right of schools to
charge the fee. Writing for the majority, Justice Sandra Day O’Connor stated: “Statutes having different
effects on the wealthy and the poor are not, on that account alone, subject to strict equal protection
scrutiny. Nor is education a ‘fundamental right’ that triggers strict scrutiny when government interferes with
an individual’s access to it.”

The “strict scrutiny” standard is important because it applies to “fundamental rights” and puts the burden on
the government to show that a discriminatory measure serves a “compelling state interest,” and is narrowly
designed to serve that interest by a means that imposes the least burden on those discriminated against.

Marshall, who was the first African American to serve on the Supreme Court and who had earlier argued
and won the Brown v. Board case that struck down the segregation of public schools, argued that the busing
fee unduly burdened access to education for the poor and therefore violated the Equal Protection Clause of
the Fourth Amendment.

Marshall saw the civil rights of poor white kids in rural North Dakota through the unfiltered lens of social
justice and instructed Kagan to draft a dissenting opinion for him to review.

But Kagan disagreed with Marshall’s position and the dissent she drafted failed to meet with his approval.
You can read here her description of how Marshall repeatedly returned the draft for revisions for “failing to
express in a properly pungent tone — his understanding of the case…”

In the end Marshall’s dissent, which was joined by Justice William J. Brennan, is strongly worded:

Today, the Court continues the retreat from the promise of equal educational opportunity by holding
that a school district's refusal to allow an indigent child who lives 16 miles from the nearest school to
use a school-bus service without paying a fee does not violate the Fourteenth Amendment's Equal
Protection Clause. Because I do not believe that this Court should sanction discrimination against the
poor with respect to ‘perhaps the most important function of state and local governments,’ Brown v.
Board of Education, (1954), I dissent.

 
…This case involves state action that places a special burden on poor families in their pursuit of
education. Children living far from school can receive a public education only if they have access to
transportation; as the state court noted in this case, ‘a child must reach the schoolhouse door as a
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prerequisite to receiving the educational opportunity offered therein.’ … Indeed, for children in
Sarita's [Kidrmas] position, imposing a fee for transportation is no different in practical effect from
imposing a fee directly for education.

 
…The statute at issue here burdens a poor person's interest in an education. The extraordinary
nature of this interest cannot be denied.

In his dissent, Marshall asserts that the State’s rationale for the fee is “based entirely on fiscal
considerations” and that “exempting indigent families from the busing fee… would not require Dickinson
[school district] to make any significant adjustments in either the operation or the funding of the bus
service.” Calling the state interest “insubstantial,” he stated, “it does not begin to justify the discrimination
challenged here.”

Much of the media attention to the Kagan-Marshall relationship, see for example this May 15 story in the
New York Times, correctly identifies the core issue in the case as equal protection and whether poor people
can be considered a protected class. Many articles attempt to ferret out what Kagan’s 1988 position on the
matter means now.

But rural education advocates will find other aspects of the North Dakota case compelling as well.

One of the issues in Kidrmas was the fact that North Dakota law required reorganized (consolidated) districts
to offer free transportation. The requirement was part of a state drive, begun in 1947, to get school districts
to consolidate, a drive not unlike many underway in states now. (For example, in Fourche Valley, Arkansas,
an isolated community which lost its school after the state consolidated the district, parents are suing; the
issue is not whether they have to pay for busing, but whether four hour bus rides compromise the
educational opportunity of their children.)

The Dickinson Public School district had not reorganized and was therefore not subject to the law. Oral
argument in the case centers to a large extent on these factors and makes an interesting read in the politics
of rural school consolidation.

These more specifically rural issues formed the basis for the dissent of Justices John Paul Stevens (whom
Kagan, if confirmed, will replace) and Harry Blackmun.

Writing for himself and Blackmun, Stevens concurred with Marshall’s dissent but added the issue of
geographic discrimination.

The North Dakota Supreme Court had written, "The obvious purpose of such legislation is to encourage
school district reorganization with a concomitant tax base expansion and an enhanced and more effective
school system. The legislation [requiring consolidated districts to provide free transportation] provides
incentive for the people to approve school district reorganization by alleviating parental concerns regarding
the cost of student transportation in the reorganized district."

Stevens wrote in regard to this statement:

This explanation of the state legislative purpose makes two propositions perfectly clear. First, free bus
transportation is an important component of public education in a sparsely populated State; otherwise
the alleviation of parental concerns regarding the cost of student transportation in a reorganized
district could not have been expected to motivate a significant number of voters. Second, after the
voters in a school district have had a fair opportunity to decide whether… or not to reorganize, …
there is no longer any justification at all for allowing the nonreorganized districts to place an obstacle
in the paths of poor children seeking an education in some parts of the State that has been removed
in other parts of the State…

It is no small matter that the two Justices who wrote dissents in Kidrmas are the one Kagan worked for and
the one she could replace. Let’s hope that if confirmed Kagan will demonstrate as much legal concern for
rural poor children and their educations as these two predecessors on the bench.

You can read Kagan’s remembrance of Justice Marshall with comments about Kadrmas v. Dickinson Public
Schools here. You can read the opinion and dissents in Kadrmas here. You can read oral arguments here.

State Spending Averages Skew Title I Allocations to Poor
Districts

Jeniece attends school in Macon County, Alabama; her cousin Janelle* goes to school in Boston. Both girls
are eight years old. Both are daughters of families that work at least some of the time, but both families
struggle on incomes well below poverty level. Since 1965 the federal government has provided funding to
local school districts, including Macon County and Boston, to strengthen the educational opportunities of
students like Jeniece and Janelle.

The mechanism for providing this extra funding — over and above state and local school support — is Title I
of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (known since 2002 as No Child Left Behind). A goal of the
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program is improved equity for disadvantaged kids in all communities in all states.

But Title I funding is a long way from equitable. For example, Macon County, which is rural, isolated, and
high-poverty, gets a Title I allocation of $1,280 for each child whose family, like Jeniece’s, lives in severe
poverty. Boston school district, on the other hand, receives $2,495 for children in poverty, children like
Janelle. Boston receives almost twice as much federal support for low-income children even though Boston
has a lower poverty rate and many more public revenue resources than Macon County.

So why does Janelle garner so much more federal support than Jeniece?

Supporters of the Formula Fairness Campaign and readers of RPM know that one reason for this severe
Title I inequity is that the formulas that distribute Title I funding send a lot more money to large districts
than to smaller ones — including smaller districts with much higher poverty rates — because of a provision
known as “number weighting.” You can read more about the effects of number weighting here, here, and
here.

But number weighting is only part of the story. In fact, about one-third of the $1,215 Title I gap between
Macon County and Boston is due to number weighting.

The rest is due primarily to differences in the overall per pupil education spending levels of districts in
Alabama and Massachusetts. The Title I formula pegs allocations at the district level to the “statewide
average per pupil expenditure.” All districts located in states that spend more on education on average get
more Title I funding than districts located in low-spending states. And the funding is roughly proportional:
the higher the average educational expenditure in the state, the more Title I money that is allocated to
individual districts in that state. This is important because statewide spending averages vary dramatically,
from a low of $5,521 per pupil in Utah to a high of $16,416 in the District of Columbia, which is treated like
a state under Title I.

Title I does put a small brake on the effects of these spending differences. The formula caps the spending
amount used in the formula for any state at 120% of the national average per pupil spending. The formula
also has a minimum spending amount used for any state that is 80% of the national average. In 2009,
average spending in the U.S. for schools was $9,239. So for Massachusetts, which spends much more than
average, the Title I spending figure was pegged at $11,087, or 120% of average. For Alabama, which
spends much less than average, the Title I spending figure was pegged at $7,391, or 80% of the national
average. But even with these maximum and minimum limits, the Title I formula finally pegs Massachusetts’s
spending at a figure 50% higher than Alabama’s. It accounts for about two-thirds of the $1,215 difference
between Macon County and Boston. 

Janelle’s school in Massachusetts gets a lot more funding from the federal government because
Massachusetts is a wealthy state with a long history of supporting education. Jeniece’s school in Macon
County (home of historic Tuskegee University), a place where many local residents have worked against
huge odds to create educational opportunity, nevertheless gets much less Title I support because Alabama is
a poor state and has never invested heavily in public education.

For disadvantaged rural children, the use of statewide spending average to determine Title I allocations is
particularly troublesome. Of the 900 rural districts with the highest concentrations of student poverty, most
are in low-spending states. In fact, 59% of the 1.3 million children attending these 900 high poverty rural
districts are in states that spend less than $8,000 per pupil. Not even one percent of the students in these
900 districts are in states that spend over $11,000.

Some officials say state spending patterns should influence distribution of federal education funds because
they reflect real regional differences in the cost of providing educational services. Some of those officials can
say it with a straight face. But most acknowledge that differences in state spending are not so much
differences in costs but differences in state wealth and political support for education. In other words, higher
spending states are generally richer states with widespread political support for funding public education.
Lower spending states are poorer and tend to have, historically and currently, less political support for
funding good schools for all children. These states tend not to spend much on other public goods and
services either, compounding the consequences for poor children of low educational investment.

The federal program designed to bring some measure of educational equity and opportunity to the nation’s
poorest children should not distribute its resources in ways that intensify the inadequacies of state funding
levels that make such a federal investment necessary to begin with. Jeniece and Janelle are similar children
facing similar challenges. They deserve equitable treatment, and so do all other low-income children, rural
and urban alike. But for now, the Title I formula operates to heap inequity on top of inadequacy. 

*As far as RPM knows, Jeniece and Janelle are fictional students, representative of real children in real
circumstances.

High-Poverty, Low Graduation Rates in the Rural South

A new Rural School and Community Trust analysis of high-poverty school districts in 15 southern states
reveals both low graduation rates and a racial and ethnic achievement gap that is troubling.
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The districts studied include 616 rural school districts that are among the 800 rural districts nationally with
highest student poverty rates.

Just over 6 in 10 students can be expected to graduate from these districts, compared with 70% among
other rural districts and 67% among non-rural districts nationally.

The districts are more racially and ethnically diverse than other rural and non-rural school districts
nationwide. Nearly three in five of the students in the study districts are people of color, and the poverty
rate is more than double that of other rural and non-rural districts. Their students are twice as likely as rural
students elsewhere to be English Language Learners (ELL), but they are also 24% more likely to be ELL
students than rural and non-rural students in all other districts nationally.

Even among these high-poverty districts, those with the lowest graduation rates are more likely to serve
children of color. Nearly half (47%) of the students who attend districts in the bottom fifth in graduation
rate among these 616 districts are African American.

The study also identified 20 of the 616 districts that are high performing districts. They had graduation rates
in the top 20% among all districts in their respective states, and their students were in the top 20% in
reading and math proficiency on 2007-08 state tests. But the racial/ethnic gap was apparent here as well.
Eighty-three percent of the students in these high-performing, high-poverty district are white and fewer than
one percent are English language learners.

Not surprisingly, the 616 high-poverty rural districts in these 15 states operate with less state and local
funding per pupil ($7,731) than for all other rural districts nationally ($8,134) or all non-rural districts
nationally ($9,611). The funding gap is caused by a gap in local revenue shortages that is only partially
offset by somewhat higher state revenue.

Some of these patterns may be a product of educational governance policy and structure. While the report
reaches no conclusion about this, it notes that the patterns raise unavoidable questions. In states where
high-poverty rural districts mainly serve non-African-America students, rural school districts tend to be small
and fiscally independent. In states where these districts serve a student population that is disproportionally
African-American, the governance system is more likely to be centralized (often county-wide or near county-
wide districts with larger schools) and fiscally dependent on county or municipal government.

To a lesser extent, this is true of some rural districts with high percentages of Hispanic students. In fact, the
largest median school district size is among a group of districts with a graduation rate between 49% and
62%. Hispanic students make up nearly one-third of the student population in this group.

High drop out rates in high-poverty rural districts may converge at the intersection of larger districts and
higher percentages of African American and Hispanic enrollment.

The study was authored by Jerry Johnson, Marty Strange, and Karen Madden. It was supported by a grant
from the AT&T Foundation. You can read the report here.

Citizens Call for Transparency in Mississippi Consolidation
Recommendations

This winter Mississippi Governor Haley Barbour appointed a panel, the Commission on Mississippi Education
Structure, to make recommendations for closing school districts in that state. Barbour indicated he would like
to see a reduction of the state’s 152 districts to about 100, claiming the reduction would save the state
millions of dollars.

Using donations from the National Governor’s Association, the Appalachian Regional Commission, and the
Barksdale Reading Institute, the Commission hired the school finance firm of Augenblick, Palaich, and
Associates as consultants. The firm recently identified 18 districts, mostly rural, high-poverty, and majority
African-American as candidates for consolidation.

Citizens and advocacy groups, including Southern Echo, have been calling for transparency and public
involvement in the decision-making process and release of the data analysis upon which the consolidation
recommendations are based.

So far the Commission has refused to release the information requested.

Last month the Rural Trust conducted two separate analyses of achievement in Mississippi school districts.
One analysis found that low-income students are less likely to fall behind their higher income classmates
when they attend school in smaller districts. The study found that poverty exerted less negative influence on
student achievement in smaller districts than in larger districts on all 18 academic assessments required by
the state.

In the second analysis, researchers Jerry Johnson and Shane Shope explored the patterns of achievement
gaps in the six performance categories to which the state assigns districts based on student test scores. The
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categories include Failing, At Risk of Failing, Academic Watch, Successful, High Performing, and Star.

Specifically, the study compared achievement levels of (1) White and African American students, (2)
Economically Disadvantaged and Non-Economically Disadvantaged students, and (3) Disabled and Non-
Disabled students. It found that for a number of grades and subjects “failing” districts actually exhibit less of
an achievement gap between White and African-American students than “Star” districts. Data for low-income
and disabled students showed no significant patterns linking achievement gap and districts with different
ratings.

The analysis concluded that no districts have been entirely successful at closing achievement gaps in
Mississippi schools, even those touted as being the state’s best. Higher rankings in the accountability
categories tend to describe a student demographic that is more affluent and includes a larger percentage of
white students and not how well those districts are educating students with learning challenges.

 

RSFN is on maternity leave. Welcome to Asa Henry Adler and Congratulations to happy parents Amanda
Adler, Director of the Rural Education Finance Center, and Ken Adler and siblings Adam and Kathryn Adler.
RSFN will be back with a full complement of school finance news in the June edition of RPM.

 

Average Salary for Teachers in Public Elementary and Secondary
Schools, 2007-08

 

Source: National Center for Education Statistics (2009). Digest of Education Statistics, 2009. Washington, DC:
U.S. Department of Education Institute of Education Sciences. Retrieved from
http://nces.ed.gov/programs/digest/d09/tables/dt09_075.asp

 

The RPM Take on a Report Evaluating the Comprehensive School
Reform Program

This resource is for Rural School Innovation Network members only. Click here for information on joining.

A report evaluating the implementation and outcomes of the federal Comprehensive School Reform program
(CSR) from 2002 to 2008 finds that most schools receiving CSR funds did not implement all the program
requirements, nor did they make more achievement growth than comparison schools. Although it would
seem that extra financial support did not produce desired outcomes, a closer read of the report finds that
most schools faced a number impediments to implementation and that addressing these impediments might
go a long way toward helping high-poverty low-performing schools achieve at higher levels…
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